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had that occurred, we may well have lost a significant number of Members. And I think every
Member remembers essentially the chaos and concern - concern understates it - that Members had
about feeling disconnected, and nothing physically happened in Washington. Ob-viously a crash
happened at the Pentagon, but in the Capitol com-plex nothing physically happened. But we know
that there was a great disconnect of the Congress for a significant period of time when we
reconvened - a significant number of Members - at the Capitol Police station, as you remember, you
and I were there Mr. Chairman - the angst that Members felt about being disconnected and how
they could get back together as a Congress to be able to respond were very serious. And I think that
is what Congressman Langevin is appropriately focused on. I look forward to hearing the testimony
of all of our witnesses, all of whom are...
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A whole new electronic book with an all new perspective. It is one of the most incredible book we have read. Your way of life span will likely be convert when
you comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Spencer  Fa y-- Spencer  Fa y

Absolutely one of the best pdf I actually have possibly read. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I realized this book from my
dad and i encouraged this ebook to discover.
-- Ms. B eth Conr oy V-- Ms. B eth Conr oy V
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